Chinese, Minor

DEPARTMENT

MN in Linguistics, Minor
MA in Linguistics, M.A.
BA in Linguistics - Computational Linguistics Option, B.A.
MN in Computational Linguistics, Minor
BA in Linguistics - General Linguistics Option, B.A.
MN in Chinese, Minor
BA in Linguistics - Interdisciplinary Language Studies Option, B.A.
MN in Hmong, Minor
MN in Teaching English As A Second Language, Minor
BA in Linguistics - TESOL / SLAT (Second Language Acquisition & Teaching) Option, B.A.
MA in Linguistics - TESOL / SLAT (Second Language Acquisition & Teaching) Option, M.A.
BS in Cognitive Science, B.S.
MN in Cognitive Science, Minor
MN in Japanese, Minor
CERT in Linguistics - TESOL/SLAT (Second Language Acquisition & Teaching), Certificate of Adv. Study

REQUIREMENTS

Department of Linguistics

Chinese Minor Requirements
CHIN 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 100 (17 units)

Approved elective (3 units)
Select from AH 105, ANTH 124, or 125

Total (20 units)

Note: The minor also requires a 2.0 GPA and 6 upper-division units in residence.

FACULTY

For faculty phone numbers and e-mail, see the campus directory.

For more on the faculty, see the faculty pages.
The faculty pages are updated by the department or program.